
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1886 
Saturday 3rd December 2022 

Rampant Rabbit, Murkury 

Ban Pak Plee - Northwest of Thalang 
 

 

 

 

 

Phuket Hashers 71,  Virgins 6,  Visitors 8,  Visiting Hashers 2, 

 

The Pre-Run 

A nice Laager site under the trees although the approach roads were a little bumpy with our bus bottoming 

out a few times.  Not sure if the driver will be so willing to take us in future. We also just arrived in time due 

to the ever increasing traffic. 

 

So not much time for any pre chat other than Jaws commenting on my pre run piss and asking what I was 

so intently looking at. Something to do with my Hash name I suggested. 

 

The Run and Hares 

GM called the Hash to order and the Hares Rampant Rabbit  and Murkury were called in to explain the 

details of the run – two weeks on the trot for Murkury.  Initially only one appeared but gradually they got 

their act together and explained we would be running on multi-colour  paper with blue for the short cut but 

were unable to provide a sample of the blue paper but did explain its slightly darker than the blue paper 

used for the run!!  Next in was Runmaster Joxymoron who confirmed that this week’s Horn would be  

Repressed One who came second in the competition last week for horning duties. 

RR explained to those going on the run that you should just keep following the trail until you get to the top 

(bit of a give away there then as to what could be expected), go along the ridge and then continue on a 

downward trail and as you go down you should meet up with the walkers on their trail which you follow until 

a further split point where the run would continue on the multi-colour and the walk would continue on blue 

paper.  

 Mannekin Pis kindly provided the output from his Garmin (similar 

devices from other providers are also available) which shows the 

route of the run.  Ignore the colours otherwise you might think the 

bit in blue is the walk and the rest of it is the run.  Lots of running at 

the start until you hit the blue section which is the ‘climb to the top. 

Followed by a green section along the ridge and then a decent 

down the orange section.  At the start of the ridge section Seamen 

Stains and I had lost contact with people ahead and had to make a 

decision as to which trail to take – we opted for the one that was 

still going up even though a very nice Thai lady was telling us it 

followed the other path which had no paper. We did travel up for a while and then ran out of paper – we 

came back down again to where the lady was and other hashers were arriving who all thought that the other 

trail was the way to go and as we passed the Thai lady we saw she was standing on a pile of pink paper – 

Oh Ye of Little Faith. 



Other fun was deciding whether to go under or over the fallen tree. I was just about to go under the tree 

when a certain Hasher who shall remain nameless (I don’t know her Hash name but had her spotted for a 

clear short cutting infraction previously) shouted out  “No –come this way – there is a simple path around the 

end of the tree!!  We accepted her good advice but will get her next time. . 

Not much later we did come across our first batch of walkers (just as the Hares predicted) and then got to 

the walk/run split point – whilst I wanted to do the whole run this week I did half think about baling out but as 

it wasn’t yet 5pm I thought I would go for it.  Glad I did as it was a run down the hill where we finally joined  

the long On-In following  the overhead line route.  On the way we came across the walkers again and was 

very pleased to see Jessica  and  Flying Dickhead with both their dogs on leads.   

Post Run note – If any of you are using Garmins or similar it would be great if you could post your route for 

either the run or the walk so we can include in the weekly report. Not many KMZ files flying about these 

days. 

 

The Circle 

GM welcomed in the Hares Rampant Rabbit and Murkury as well as Repressed One and thanked them 

for putting the effort in for this week’s run/ walk and horning.  However on a slightly sour note – GM 

announced the horn got broken– RO  got iced.. GM added that the quality of the run would be decided 

later!! 

 

Too Old Too Fuck again  stood in for Lucky Lek to call for Annoumen  

Murkury  made a request to ensure the Laager is left in a clean state – last week’s was left in a mess. 

Also offered a big lead for anybody with a big dog 

MP  announced  next Tinman on Wed 7th December. Details will be posted on web site. 

Sweaty Bollox called anybody in who knew the luck number given in the last two scribe reports.  Tumble 

Drier and  Not Long Enough both stepped in to reveal the lucky number was 69.  When asked what the 

number reminded them neither fell into the trap of a sexual position – SB  had no choice but to award each 

of them a down down.although was actually hoping for a demonstration. 

Two unsuspecting hashers who may or may have not been virgins were called in for a drinking ceremony for 

wearing new shoes. Tootsie officiated on behalf of Who the Fuck is Alice. 

 

Visiting Hashers were Nick (Unknown) and Sally (Whizzer) from Derbyshire – these might be the shoe 

drinkers 

 

Jaws  called in to list the virgins of which there were five but only four came into the circle for initiation. 

 

Returners – quite a few again. 

 

Hash T-shirts to Bobagob for 25 Runs and  Sweaty Bollox for 50 runs.  Tumble Drier, Broken Egg, 

Bunneking Pis and Jessica all came in to help with the take it off put it on process. .    

 

Up the Back came in as a Virgin pre-steward. Started a general call for naming all the various nationalities 

that are represented on the Hash.  Lots of countries were named and Up the Back selected a few of them 

to be represented in the circle. They were all then asked to select something from a bag – seems like it was 

a return ticket home or whatever since these were all of the countries that had been knocked out of the 

World Cup! 

Dr Fucking Jekyll was next up as the real Steward. Unfortunately I could not catch all that he said since the 

circle was more of an extended oval and I was located at the furthest point from DFJ’s orations. Plus it was 

getting dark and the cicadas were in full flow plus noisy bastards Egg Shagger and Asterix talking too 

much – they ended up on the ice.  Anyway I know DFJ was explaining how Covid resulted in him being in 

UK over the winter and eventually got stuck there for two years – this led to two jokes about China men and 



how a magical lake in Lourdes brought a wheel chair back to life.  There was also a mention of who clears 

up dog shit left by guide dogs. Apart from the acoustics it was a good spot by DFJ who got a well deserved 

down down for his efforts. 

 

Run Offences etc 

 

There were lots of run offences called around the subject of the fallen tree: 

Ramapant Rabbit called in all those who went round the tree. About 12 owned up  and got a beer for 

their honesty. I suspect there were a lot more who should have owned up. 

Wilma called in Masarap  for spending too much time trying to decide if the tree was too high or too 

low – in the end she opted to walk round 

Fungus called in Ultimate Fucking Cunt, Oy Pussy Licker and Repressed One and how you could 

just grab somebody by the shorts and shove them under the tree – not sure if they actually did this or 

were just deliberating this as an option 

Wilma  

Invisible Man called in two senior Hash members and Ex GM’s – Wilma and Not Long Enough for not 

paying their dues – apparently it was due to them arriving late but when apprehended by the registrar about 

this unseemly omission on their part they told the registrar to Fuck Off 

Mannekin Pis called in Wilma and Repressed One and something about lack of paper which was 

inconsiderate for those who arrive late.  I don’t know what was said I but would have imagined RO would 

have told them to both Fuck Off. 

Fungus  called in Jessica but unclear as to what the offence was. 

Fungus called  Su Su Nonna for sliding down on her bum to get over a suspect ditch at the start of the run. 

Jessica  called herself in to say she had been ‘chicken free’ for this run 

Sweaty Bollox called in Jessica first to explain whilst taking his notes last week he wasn’t sure what her 

Hash name was but somebody nearby had called her Mouthy. Having now found out her Hash name SB 

did wonder why she had such a nice name. It was known that it was given to her when she was little and 

perhaps now that she was a little older she should have a proper grown up Hash name.  There ensued a 

big debate about this with many people involved but in the end Jessy J got to keep her name (for the time 

being). 

 

Hashit  - Runmaster Joxymoron invited the Hash to vote for the run and got a resounding Good Run 

Good Run… – Hashit still held by JC 

 

GM declared the circle closed. 

 

That’s it for this week  

 

 

Next week’s report will be a digital one!! 
 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe  

www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

    

 


